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Many textbooks tell us that magnetic field vectors B  and H , vorticity vector ω , and others are “pseudo-

vectors”, but few, if any, ever explain exactly what makes them so. In mathematics a pseudo-vector is a vector 
whose inversion equals itself, but how do we decide whether a physical property follows this rule or not? Can 
we examine "mass" or "angular momentum" in the mirror? In a way, yes. Are pseudo-scalars somehow "un-
real"? No. This paper shows that pseudo-quantities need not be mysterious, since "pseudo-ness" is nothing 
more than "handedness" or chirality. The chirality of every physical quantity can be determined by its spatial 
dimension. 

 

1. Introduction 
It’s surprising how much confusion abounds over the subject 

of pseudo-quantities.  The term “pseudo” itself is likely the pri-
mary cause of the trouble, because “pseudo-“ things are not 
“real” things, but only “sort of” things.  But in physics, the 
“pseudo-ness” of a quantity doesn’t say how real or unreal that 
quantity is, but only how it transforms under reflection.  “Pseu-
do-ness” is nothing more than “handedness” or chirality.  I have 
never seen an analysis of physical properties in terms of their 
properties of reflection, so decided to undertake one myself.  I 
use the chart at the end of this paper myself, as a guide to which 
physical properties are which.  The ideas developed in this paper 
are an important starting point for a more complete theory of 
moments, or higher-order spatial properties.  Higher-order mo-
ments and moment fields quantify spatial relationships between 
finite physical objects, not by introducing higher physically di-
mensions, but rather greater degrees of freedom. 

2. Pseudo-Vectors 
Mathematicians inform us that pseudo-vectors follow a right-

hand rule, often produced by a curl operation, such as in Fara-
day’s Law: 

 
d
dt

    
 B

E W  (1) 

In this case, if electric field 

E  and the del operator 


itself are 

“true” vectors, then B  and its time derivative, “voltage field” 
W , are “pseudo” vectors because their directions are determined 

by the right-hand rule of the cross product operation.  Note that 

pseudo-vectors B  and W  are marked here with a tilde to distin-

guish them from true vectors 

E  and 


, marked with the usual 

Heaviside arrow, a convention I shall follow throughout.  The 
cross product of two “true” (as opposed to “pseudo”) vectors 
apparently produces a pseudo-vector because the direction of the 
result depends upon the right-hand rule convention.  If the con-
vention were reversed, the direction or sign of the pseudo-vector 
would also be reversed.  For example, the negative sign in Fara-
day’s Law would disappear under a “left-hand rule” convention 
for the cross product operation or if B  itself were defined by a 
left-hand convention. 

On the other hand, the curl of a pseudo-vector results in a 
true vector, as in Ampere’s Law: 

 
d
dt

  
  D

H J  (2) 

Here if 

D , its time derivative 


J , and 


 itself are “true” vec-

tors, then H  must be a pseudo-vector due to the right hand rule 
convention of the cross product.  So it seems that there must al-
ways be at least one pseudo-vector in every cross product, either 
one of the multiplicands or the product.  Furthermore, “pseudo-
ness” is nothing more than “handed-ness”.  A “pseudo-vector” is 
one that depends on a right-hand rule convention, and would be 
reversed under reflection, governed by a “left-hand rule”.  A 
“true” vector does not depend on any convention and would not 
be reversed under reflection.  It is unfortunate that the labels 
“pseudo” and “true” are used, since this terminology implies 
that “pseudo” quantities are somehow “not true”, even “false”.  
Though pseudo-ness and true-ness are only characteristics of 
handed-ness or chirality, having nothing to do with abstract 
truth, I will continue to use these accepted terms throughout. 

To help visualize handed-ness, imagine travelling down a 
road parallel to a very long mirror.  The velocity vector v of your 
image will be parallel to your velocity vector along the road, in-
dependent of any convention.  Likewise, if you imagine yourself 

a charged particle, your 

D  or 


E  fields will reflect as expected 

across the mirror, either away or towards you.  However the H  

or B  fields, per  
H v D , will obey a right-hand rule in your 

space, but a left-hand rule in the mirror space. H  and B  are 
pseudo-vectors because right-hand rule quantities become left-
hand rule under reflection.  Alternately if we insist on the right-
hand rule for the mirrored fields, then they would not reflect.  
They would point in the same direction in the mirrored space. 

We can generalize this result by asserting that for any A and 
B, the cross product A x B will be a pseudo-vector if both A and 
B are true vectors and a true vector if either A or B is a pseudo-
vector.  But what if both A and B are pseudo-vectors?  Here the 
cross product must also be a pseudo-vector because the “handed-
ness” of the two vectors will nullify each other, giving the same 
result as two true vectors.  This can be demonstrated mathemati-
cally by supposing that pseudo-vector A is itself the cross prod-
uct of true vectors C and D.  Then, by the product rule: 
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            A B C D B D B C E C
         (3) 

E, the cross product of a true- and pseudo-vector, must be a true 
vector.  Since C is also true vector, the result A B   is the same as 

the cross product of two true vectors E C


, namely a pseudo-
vector. 

It is instructive to imagine three true vectors, A


, B


 and C


, 

and see that   A B C
 

is also a true vector.  To do this, use your 

right hand to determine cross product A B
 

 and again for the 
entire quantity.  Then do the same with the LEFT-hand rule, us-

ing your LEFT hand.  You’ll find that A B
 

 points in the oppo-

site direction from before, but that the result   A B C
 

  remains 

the same.  It is a true vector. 
We now have a simple rule for determining whether the re-

sult of a cross product is a true- or pseudo-vector: If the parity is 
“even” (A and B being the same pseudo-ness), the cross product 
is a pseudo-vector; if the parity is odd (A and B being opposite in 
pseudo-ness), the cross product is a true-vector.  Or stated crisp-
ly: “pseudo-ness” for vectors equals even spatial parity. 

3. Pseudo-Scalars, Reflection & Volume 
Mathematicians define pseudo-scalars as real number func-

tions of vectors, whose signs reverse upon inversion of those 
vectors.  Then what can we say about dot or inner products, 
which produce scalars?  Do dot products also follow a parity 
rule?  If so, we’d expect the dot product of two like vectors to 
equal a “true-scalar” and of two unlike vectors to equal a “pseu-
do-scalar”, however that might be interpreted physically.  Does it 
make sense to say that “pseudo-ness” equals odd spatial parity 
for scalars, as with even spatial parity for vectors?  Yes, it turns 
out that it does. 

One of the more mysterious concepts in physics is the “pseu-
do-scalar”.  To this day, we find arguments in physics literature 
as to what their properties might be.  The whole Yang-Mills de-
bate over “parity conservation” in the late 1950s centered on 
whether pseudo-scalars could exist.  Yet if we follow the above 
simple parity rule, obtained from the mathematical definition, 
the mystery dissipates.  The key to making physical sense of the 
“pseudo-scalar” concept lies in an understanding of spatial prop-
erties: length, area and volume. 

Returning to our mirror, we find that “length” is a true vector 
because it does not depend on “handedness” when reflected.  
Any vector representing length simply reflects.  The same can 
also be said of any vector representing the inverse of length, such 
as the Del operator.  However, the cross product of two length 
vectors will result in a “pseudo” area vector.  In what sense is 
area a pseudo-vector?  Imagine an area vector pointing “out” 
from some open surface in space.  We have an ambiguity: which 
way is “out”?  If the area is determined by two non-parallel 
“length” vectors, then the order of those vectors and the right-
hand rule determines which direction is “out”.  If instead the 
area is determined by a bounding path, then the direction around 
the bounding path by the right-hand rule determines which way 
“out” is.  Either way, we need a right-hand rule: the essence of a 
pseudo-vector.  As another confirmation of the idea, remember 
that the area of the quadrilateral bounded by two vectors equals 
the product of the lengths times the sine of the angle between the 
vectors, or simply the cross product.  Area is a pseudo-vector. 

Then what is volume?   The scalar product of a “length” vec-
tor and an “area” vector.  But if length is a true-vector and area is 
a pseudo-vector, then volume, their dot product, must be a 
pseudo-scalar.  Does this make sense?  Yes.  In fact, this is the key 
to understanding the mystery of physical pseudo-scalars.  One 
could argue that the magnitude of volume is the same whether 
reflected or not, and of course, this is true.  However, and this is 
very important, the distribution of that volume is reversed upon ref-
lection.  Upon reflection of a given volume, represented by a 
geometric surface in space, there is no combination of rotation 
and translation that can return the volume to its original state, 
barring reflection symmetry.  This is the essence of a pseudo-
scalar.  To return to our mathematical definition, if the length 
vectors defining a volume were inverted in 3D space, the sign of 
that volume would be reversed.  Confusion arises from the fact 
that physical volume is never negative.  However, its distribution 
can be inverted, and this is the proper way to physically interpret 
“negative” volume. 

Reflection is inherently Boolean.  A reflection of a reflection 
results in a net non-reflection, an “affine” transformation, pro-
ducible by rotations and translations.  Regardless of how an ob-
ject is reflected, there always exists a set of rotations and transla-
tions equivalent to two reflection operations.  However no 
amount of rotation or translation equates to a single reflection.  
Now reflection in 2D space may be about a line (1D) or a point 
(0D).  About a line we obtain a mirrored result, “true” reflection, 
but about a point we get an inversion, a mere 180° rotation, not 
really a reflection at all.  We can regard point reflection in a plane 
as a series of two perpendicular line reflections, resulting in no 
net reflection 

In general, reflection in an N-dimensional space about any M-
dimensional subspace will result in a “true” reflection if N-M is 
odd, and a net non-reflection if N-M is even [cite source or 
prove].  For example, reflection in 3D space may be about a plane 
(2D), line (1D), or point (0D), but will result in a net non-
reflection about a line (N-M = 3-1 = 2 is even).  Visualize this by 
extending the above point reflection plane into 3D to again ob-
tain a net 180° rotation.  Alternately visualize line reflection (1D) 
in 3D space as a series of two plane-reflections, and point reflec-
tion (0D) as a series of three plane-reflections.  We see that reflec-
tion in 3D space about a plane (mirror reflection) or a point (in-
version) results in a “true” reflection.  Note that “inversion” in 
2D space across quadrants is not a net reflection, but inversion in 
3D space across octants is, because 2D is even while 3D is odd.  
Finally, the fact that reflections can produce a rotation, but rota-
tions can’t produce a reflection implies that reflection is the more 
fundamental transformation.  This insight is the basic reason that 
Clifford algebras, and the algebras of quantum physics, based on 
reflections in N-dimensional space, are more comprehensive and 
general than quaternion algebras, based on rotations in 3-
dimensional space. 

Understanding these basic properties of reflection in space 
can help avoid a tremendous amount of confusion in physics.  
Reflection, and therefore “pseudo-ness”, is strictly a characteris-
tic of space, independent of time, temperature or other property.  
Though the above principles extend beyond three dimensions, 
physical space is 3D, so we need to firmly grasp, for example, the 
idea that “reflection” about a line in 3D space is actually an affine 
180° rotation.  It should now be clear that reflection and pseudo-
ness are both Boolean properties of space or “spatial parity”.  
Thus if pseudo-ness is spatial parity, it makes sense that 3D vo-
lume, or any property determined in terms of volume, has odd 
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spatial parity and is therefore a pseudo-scalar.  Volume, upon 
true reflection, becomes inverted regardless of whether the ref-
lection was about a plane or a point. 

4. Application to Physical Properties, 
 Intensive and Extensive 
We can now apply these concepts to physical properties.  If, 

say, charge density or energy density are “intensive” properties, 
meaningful for a single point in space, their corresponding “ex-
tensive” properties, charge and energy, require spatial extent or 
volume for meaning.  The point particle approximation is physi-
cally and logically impossible because one can’t have charge, 
energy or any other extensive property without finite volume. 

Energy and charge are actually defined per Gauss 

D  Law and 

Poynting’s Theorem in terms of spatial extent or volume.  Now if 
the intrinsic properties are “true” scalars, their corresponding 
extrinsic properties must be pseudo-scalars because they differ 
by a factor of volume, a pseudo-scalar.  Remember that the prod-
uct of a true scalar and a pseudo-scalar is a pseudo-scalar.  This 
confirms the connection between pseudo-scalars and distribu-
tion, because the distribution of charge or energy reverses upon 
reflection, though the magnitude remains unchanged. 

By defining the pseudo-ness or spatial parity of some minim-
al number of independent properties, we can now determine the 
spatial parity of every property.  This minimal number of proper-
ties must be five, the same as the number of fundamental units in 
the SI system: length, time, charge, mass, and temperature.  All 
other properties can be determined from this basis or any other 
informationally equivalent basis.  Now temperature is “inten-
sive”, having meaning even for a point in space, and, as dis-
cussed earlier, time is independent of space.  Our basis then is: 
length, time, charge density, energy density, and temperature.  
Length is a true vector and the other four are intrinsic zero-
dimensional true scalars.  With these five, it is a mere matter of 
computation to determine the spatial parity and dimension of 
every property, as shown in the chart below. 

But we can know more than just the Boolean spatial parity.  
We can determine the “spatial dimension” of each property.  For 
example, if “intensive” properties charge density and energy 
density are defined as having spatial dimension 0, their corres-
ponding “extensive” properties, charge and energy, will have 
spatial dimension 3.  The extensive properties are pseudo-scalars 
because their spatial dimension is odd.  Intensive properties are 
meaningful even for a single point in space, while extensive 
properties require a finite volume, differing by spatial dimension 
3.  Thus the spatial parity of every extensive property will be 
opposite to its corresponding intensive property. 

To summarize thus far, true vectors and pseudo-scalars have 
odd spatial dimension or parity, while true scalars and pseudo-
vectors have even spatial dimension or parity.  The spatial di-
mension (SD) of a property is the exponent of length in the prop-
erty, using the convention that time, charge density, energy den-
sity, and temperature have spatial dimension 0.  The spatial di-
mensions of all other properties are determined from this. 

5. Particular Physical Properties 
Let’s examine some particular properties and see what physi-

cal concepts can be gleaned from their spatial dimension (SD).  If 
time has SD 0, then velocity has the same SD as length (1), cur-
rent the same as charge (3), and power the same as energy (3).  
According to our rules, velocity, like length, is a true vector, as 

considered in the mirror example above.  Current and power, 
like charge and energy, are pseudo-scalars.  The pseudo-ness of 
current (SD 3) makes sense because, again, it requires a finite 
amount of charge occupying a finite volume to exist.  Anti-
particles such as electrons and positrons, for example, may have 
currents of equal magnitude, but opposite helicities, movement 
around the cross section with respect to translation.  The helicity 
of a current is a statement about its distribution; one cannot mea-
ningfully speak of helicity except in 3D space.  Likewise power 
(SD 3) is an extensive property, requiring a finite amount of inte-
raction over time, stemming from matter occupying space. 

Now comes a difficult one: mass.  If energy has SD 3 and ve-

locity SD 1, then, by 2~E mv , mass must have SD 1.  Mass is a 
pseudo-scalar, certainly affected by spatial distribution, but ap-
parently NOT an extensive property as are both charge and 
energy, having SD of only 1 instead of 3.  This is confirmation of 
the important idea that mass is NOT stuff.  Charge is stuff, being 
an extensive property.  One might argue that this conclusion is 
merely a matter of convention, and that we could define mass as 
having SD 3.  However if we did so, we’d end up with energy 
having SD 5, leading to many confusions and difficulties.  What 
would SD 5 even mean?  No matter what convention you choose, 
if time is independent of space (SD 0), velocity will have SD 1, 
and the SD of energy will be two greater than the SD of mass.  
On the other hand, if we accept the definition of mass as the re-
sistance to motion, SD 1 makes perfect sense.  Motion, usually 
expressed as velocity, is one-dimensional, hence mass should 
have SD 1. 

What about force and momentum?  As with mass, there is 
major confusion about the nature of force and momentum in 
physics today.  If velocity and mass each have SD 1, their prod-
uct, momentum, has SD 2, as does its time derivative, force.  Al-
ternately, if energy has SD 3, its gradient, force, has SD 2.  Hav-
ing SD 2, both momentum and force are then pseudo-vectors, 
though they are rarely if ever billed as such.  If we set aside our 
preconceptions, however, this makes a great deal of sense.  Only 
finite bodies may possess momentum or be acted upon by force.  
Since the distribution of finite bodies reverses upon reflection, 
the distribution of force acting on a body will also be reversed, 
making it a pseudo-vector property.  Physicists are so used to 
conceiving of point objects, they rarely distinguish between force 
and force density or between momentum and momentum densi-
ty, as related to pseudo-ness.  Intensive property force density, 
the gradient of energy density, is a true vector, meaningful for a 
point in space.  The force acting on a finite body, then, is the sum 
of the force densities acting on each element of the body.  This is 
the only proper definition of force, as will be discussed later.  
Strictly speaking, it is actually quite sloppy to define force as the 
gradient of energy, as I did above. A gradient is a continuous 
function that, strictly speaking, can operate only on intensive 
properties, having meaning for every point.  How can something 
with spatial extent strictly be said to have a gradient?  Likewise 
pseudo-vector momentum is best defined in terms of momentum 
density, intensive true vector  G D B

   . 

What about the fields themselves?  Charge field D


, whose 
divergence equals charge density (SD 0), must therefore have SD 
1, making it an intensive true vector of the same SD as length.  
This means that a straightforward “length” or magnitude and 
direction can be associated with every point in space, the usual 

conception of a field.  On the other hand, electric field 

E , re-

garded as “force (SD 2) per charge (SD 3)” or the (negative) “gra-
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dient” of voltage (SD 0), has SD –1.  

E  is also intensive and 

“true”, but can be thought of as having a wave vector (units per 

length) for every point in space.  The difference between 

D  and 


E  is instructive, illustrating their inverse relationship.  


D  (SD 1) 

tells us how matter produces fields, while 

E  (SD –1) tells us how 

fields affect matter.  Their dot product 
 
D E  gives the interaction 

of matter with matter through fields, or energy density (SD 0). 
Pseudo-vectors H  (SD 2) and B  (SD –2) have a similar rela-

tionship, with interaction B  H  also resulting in energy density 

(SD 0).  H , whose curl equals current field J (SD 1), tells us how 
the motion of matter produces rotation fields, while B  tells us 

rotation fields affect matter.  Curiously H , an intensive property, 
has the same SD as extensive properties force and momentum.  
Though the three properties may have some similarities, it’s best 
to regard H  as “intensive+2” and force and momentum as “ex-

tensive-1”.  Magnetic field B  can be regarded as the gyroscopic 
ratio   (mass per charge) times vorticity ω  (SD 0).  Though we 
often think of mass (SD 1) and charge (SD 3) as two different 
kinds of “stuff”,   (SD 1-3 = 2), a true scalar, is actually a meas-
ure of resistance to motion per stuff.  Note also that frequency 
and ordinary numbers, having no spatial dimension whatever 
are naturally true scalars, while the unitless spin vector σ  and its 
time derivatives ω  and α  are pseudo-vectors.  Though we 
usually regard σ , ω , and α  as applying only to objects, they are 
intensive, requiring action, mass or charge to complete their 
meaning.  They require a handed-ness convention, clockwise or 
counter-clockwise, to identify the actually direction of spin.  Fi-
nally note that the SD of momentum density  G D B

    is 1-2 = -1 

and of Poynting vector  S E H
    is -1+2 = 1, both being intensive 

true vectors. 

6. Moments and Higher-Order 
 Spatial Properties 
Moments always reveal something about spatial distribution, 

and are consequently properties of space.  Electric moment π , 
magnetic moments μ


, and momentum p  are defined by fields 


D , H , and 


G  as follows: 

 

V

d  π


 D  

V

d  μ
 H  

V

d  


p G  (4) 

Though at first glance, one might expect “true” electric mo-
ments and “pseudo” magnetic moments, the reverse is actually 
the case because of the inversion created by volume or extension.  
This is an excellent illustration of the difference between charge 
elements and charge distributions or particles.  As stated earlier, 
there is only one kind of charge, but two kinds of charged par-
ticle due to two helicities of motion.  If we idealize an electric 
moment π  as a vector pointing from a “negative” charge to a 
“positive” one, it is a pseudo-vector, reversed upon reflection 
because “positive” and “negative” are reversed upon reflection.  
As discussed elsewhere, the only difference between a (pos or 
neg) particle and (neg or pos) anti-particle is the helicity of its 
motion, which reverses on reflection.  Magnetic moment μ


 is 

usually characterized as the product of current and an enclosed 
area.  Since both the distribution (helicity) of current and the area 
vector are reversed upon reflection, their product, μ


, is not.  

Stated another way, the helicity of flow relative to the direction 
of flow does not depend on a handed-ness convention.  μ


 is a 

true vector. 

The spatial dimensions (SDs) of fields 

D , H , and 


G  were 

found to be 1, 2, and –1 respectively.  Their extensive counterpart 
moments π , μ


, and p  therefore have SD 4, 5, and 2.  Momen-

tum p  we’ve already discussed, but what is the meaning of SD 4 
and 5 for π  and μ


?  These higher-order properties tell us some-

thing more about the distribution of matter and its motion than a 
mere SD 3 volumetric property like charge alone could tell, and 
therefore require higher spatial dimensions or degrees of free-
dom to communicate more information about that distribution.  
This is emphatically NOT to say that such properties require 
physical space exceeding three dimensions for meaning, but 
merely that they require additional spatial parameters or degrees 
of freedom to characterize what they are expressing about the 
distribution of matter and its motion.  To illustrate the idea, con-
sider some arbitrary configuration of charge in space.  Three 
coordinates can only convey the center of the distribution in 
space.  To know something about how the distribution is spread 
or whether a particular direction is favored in some manner, we 
need more information related to space.  The SD of electric “di-
pole moment” π  (4) exceeds that of charge (“monopole mo-
ment”) Q (3) by exactly one because it entails one degree of addi-
tional spatial information.  The SD of magnetic “dipole moment” 
μ


 exceeds that of π  by 1 because it also includes information 

about velocity.  In fact, to the extent that μ


 can be treated as a 

“point” property, and therefore accept a curl operation, Am-
pere’s Law by substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (2) could be written: 

 
d
dt

 
π

μ
 

 (5) 

From which we learn, for instance, that a single particle, 
which has no net electric moment π , must therefore have a 
magnetic moment μ


 admitting no curl.  This is the case for a 

closed-loop particle.  This formulation also provides insights into 
the Stern-Gerlach phenomena, as discussed elsewhere. 

If we desire still more information about a distribution, we 
must obtain quadrupole, octupole, and higher-order moments.  
In general, these higher-order moments arise from higher-order 
fields, satisfying a sort of Gauss’s Law: 

 4  
 
D D  4 

  H H  (6) 

Here 4


D  and 4

H  are tensors, whose divergences equal vec-

tors 

D  and H everywhere, and the subscript “4” indicates the 

field generating a quadrupole moment.  Note that although 4


D  

(SD 2) and H4 (SD 3) have SDs exceeding 

D  (SD 1) and H   (SD 2) 

respectively by exactly one, because they are tensors, their pseu-
do-ness is similar to that of scalars, as will be discussed further 

below.  And as with the original Gauss Laws, defining 

D  and H  

(or B) to begin with, more than one solution exists for each equa-

tion.  Specifically, if particular solutions for 4


D  and 4

H  can be 

found, we may add to them any general solutions satisfying: 

 4-gen 0  

D  4-gen 0 

 H  () 

These general solutions include the “relativistic” solutions 
supposedly not obtainable from “classical” electrodynamics.  
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Furthermore 4


D  and 4

H  are not independent, but must also 

satisfy Ampere’s and Faraday’s Laws: 

 4
4

d
dt

 


  D

H  4
4 2

1 d
dtc

  
 H

D  (7) 

Quadrupole electric and magnetic moments π4 and μ4 are 
then defined analogously with dipole moments: 

 4 4

V

d   


 D  44

V

d   
 H  (8) 

Though worthy of much further comment, please see [yet to 
be written] for a more thorough discussion of moments, the in-
formation they contain, their relationship to structure, and a 
comparison of these definitions with more conventional ones 
found, for example, in Jackson’s Classical Electrodynamics.[1]  For 
our purpose here, we merely want to understand that higher-
order moments have higher spatial dimensions and are most 
generally expressed in terms of higher valence holors.  The term 
holor (Greek ὅλος, holos, whole), meaning hypernumber, was 
coined by Moon and Spencer to represent a mathematical entity 
built of one or more independent merates (Greek μέρος, meros, 
part) or elements.[2] Holors, usually represented by N-
dimensional matrices, are classified by plethos, the number (n) of 
merates or elements per dimension, and valence, the number (N) 
of dimensions.  Holors describing distributions in 3D physical 
space, such as multi-pole moments, have plethos 3 by definition.  
Scalars, vectors, and tensors have valence 0, 1, and 2 respectively.  
Thus, for example, a tensor in 3D space has 3x3 = 9 merates, 
though the 9 merates of D4 and H4 above may not necessarily be 
independent [see …]. 

The above equations for quadrupole moments can now be 
generalized: 

 N N-12 2
 

 
D D  N N-12 2

 
  H H  (9) 

 
N

N
2

2

d

dt
 


  D

H  
N

N
2

2 2
1 d

dtc
  

 H
D  (10) 

 N N2 2

V

d   


 D  N N2 2

V

d   
 H  (11) 

Now imagine a volume containing some configuration of 
charge, whose distribution is of interest.  Suppose we may not 
enter this volume or “look” inside it, but can determine its vari-
ous moments.  This problem, incidentally, is precisely that of 
determining nuclear and atomic structure.  The configuration’s 
net charge Q, a scalar or zero-valence (0V) holor, may be idea-
lized as a point particle, though we know that it really isn’t.  We 
learn more about its distribution from the electric dipole vector π 
(valence one, or 1V), idealized as two oppositely charged points 
separated by a vector.  And still more from its electric quadru-
pole tensor 4π


(2V), idealized as two pairs of point charges with 

a common center, and octupole moment holor 8π


(3V), idealized 

as eight point charges with no net lower-order moments, and so 
on.  From the total infinite series of electric moments, we can 
eventually learn all there is to know about the volume’s distribu-
tion of charge.  Likewise from the total infinite series of magnetic 
moments, we can reconstruct all the information about the distri-
bution of its motion, just as a Fourier series captures the complete 
information of a signal. 

But why is the pseudo-ness of a valence-two tensor (V2) iden-
tical with that of a scalar (V0) and opposite that of a vector (V1) 
having the same physical units?  And what can we say about 
holors with higher valences?  Is pseudo-ness connected with va-
lence?  Yes, it is.  To understand this, consider Maxwell’s famous 
stress tensor, which I’ll designate P


, having units of energy den-

sity or pressure (As explained elsewhere, the ½ factor is ex-
cluded). 
  P DE BH

      (12) 

For scalar energy density, the right-hand side operation 
would be a scalar or dot product, but here we have a tensor or 
dyad product, in which each combination of vector merates or 
elements produces a tensor merate.  The dyad product contains 
all the information of the scalar product, which is its trace (sum 
of the diagonal elements), but retains information about the indi-
vidual components or contributions.  However each individual 
merate or element Pij of the tensor could be treated as a scalar 
and thus operate independent of the other tensor elements.  
Therefore if energy density Pij is a true scalar, the total tensor P


, 

must also be a true tensor.  As in linear algebra, the valence in-
crease or decrease of the resulting holor depends on what are 
considered rows and what columns in the original holors: 1x3 x 
3x1 results in a scalar, but 3x1 x 1x3 results in a 3x3 tensor.  The 
valence of the result ( P


) differs by one from the original holors 

(Fields 

D , 


E , B , and H ). 

We now have a more general rule for determining the pseu-
do-ness of a property, namely the parity of “total dimension” 
(TD), the sum of spatial dimension (SD) and valence (V).  Pseu-
do-properties for scalars and tensors have odd SDs, and for vec-
tors and 4V holors have even SDs. 

 ( ) ( )Pseudo Parity TD Parity SD V    (13) 

With this simple, but hard earned formula, we can now con-
struct a table of properties, listing their spatial dimension (SD), 
valence (V) and pseudo-ness based on the convention that length 
has SD 1, and time, charge density, energy density, and tempera-
ture have SD 0.  The table includes the dimensions of each prop-
erty expressed in the SI basis (length L, time T, mass M, charge Q, 
and temperature K) and natural unit basis (charge e, velocity c, 
action h, entropy kB, and energy E).  Of course, there is no limit to 
the number of additional properties, based on combinations of 
units and valences, but this table includes most of the commonly 
used properties, along with a few oddballs that I happen to find 
of interest. 

7. Conclusion 
One surprising result from all this analysis is the fact that unit 

vectors are always pseudo-vectors.  Being of zero-spatial dimen-
sion, unit vectors have SD = 0 and V = 1, making them pseudo, 
regardless of the physical property in whose direction they point.  
As confirmation, the cross product of any two non-colinear unit 
vectors always produces another unit vector, just as the cross 
product of two non-colinear pseudo-vectors produces a pseudo-
vector.  This conclusion brings to mind Sir William Hamilton’s 
concept of a quaternion as possessing three imaginary dimen-
sions (space) and one real (time). In fact, the whole reason com-
plex arithmetic is needed to solve many physical problems in 3D 
space is intimately connected with the concept of chirality or 
pseudo-ness and the unique role cross product operation, itself in 
3D space. 
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In an effort to make some sense out of many confusing, some-
times downright mystical, ideas about pseudo-quantities, this 
paper has tried to develop a systematic approach to understand-
ing physical properties in terms of their “pseudo-ness” or chirali-
ty.  The simple equation (13) can be used as a guide to determin-
ing the chiral characteristics of every physical property, which 
should prove useful in understanding how each property relates 
to other physical properties.  Physical units and constants have 
physical meaning, and to carelessly throw out information about 
their properties of reflection, or to ignore other characteristics, is 
to miss real gems of understanding in physics. 

In my opinion, the distinction between intensive or “field” 
properties, having a value for every point in space, and “exten-
sive” properties, requiring a sum or integral over space, is of first 
importance.  Physicists who carelessly perform operations on 
extensive integrals such as force, mass, or energy, don’t realize 
the distinction between integrating operations and operating on 
integrals, leading to yet greater confusion.  Many nonsensical 
ideas in physics today arise from treating distributions of matter 
or energy as if they were concentrated at a single point, failing to 
realize the distinction in chirality between a sum or integral and 
a density.  I hope this paper can play a part in raising awareness 
of the difference. 

 
Symbol Property Natural MLT SI S PS  
 
t,τ Time h/E T s 0 s 
d,r,λ,L Length hc/E L m 1 v 
m,M Mass E/c2 M kg 1 ps 
q,Q Charge e Q C 3 ps 
T Temperature E/kB K °K 0 s 
E Energy E ML2/T2 J 3 ps 
Γ Torque “ “ “ “ v 
l Action h ML2/T J-s 3 ps 
L Angular Mom. “ “ “ “ v 
S Entropy kB ML2/T2K J/K 3 ps 
ν,ω Frequency E/h T-1 Hz 0 s 
ν,ω Vorticity “ “ “ “ pv 
I,i Current eE/h Q/T A 3 ps 
v Velocity c L/T m/s 1 v 
a Acceleration cE/h L/T2 m/s2  1 v 
p Momentum E/c ML/T N/s 2 pv 
F Force E2/hc ML/T2 N 2 pv 
Y(P) Power E2/h ML2/T3 W 3 ps 
A,S Area (hc/E) 2 L2 m2 2 s, pv 
V,τ Volume (hc/E) 3  L3 m3  3 ps 
P Pressure E4/h3c3 M/LT2 Pa 0 s, t 
S (I) Intensity E4/h3c2 M/T3 W/m2 1 v 
 Force divergence E3/h2c2 M/T2 N/m 1 ps 
φ(V,v) Voltage E/e ML2/QT2 V 0 s 
ρ Charge density e(E/hc) 3 Q/L3 C/m3  0 s 
σ Areal charge dens. e(E/hc)2 Q/L2 C/m2 1 ps 
D,P Charge field “ “ “ 1 v 
λ Lin. charge dens. eE/hc Q/L C/m 2 pv 
H,M Magmentum field eE2/h2c Q/LT A/m 2 pv 
Φ Magnetic flux h/e ML2/QT Wb (V-s) 0 s 
B Magnetic field E2/ehc2 M/QT T -2 pv 
μ (m) Magnetic moment ehc2/E QL2/T J/T 5 v 
Ψ Electric flux hc/e ML3/QT2 V-m 1 s 
E Electric field E2/ehc ML/QT2 V/m -1 v 
π (p) Electric moment ehc/E QL C-m 4 pv 
A Vector potential E/ec ML/QT T-m -1 v 
γ Gyrometric ratio ec2/E Q/M C/kg 2 s 
R,Z Resistance (Imped.) h/e2 ML2/Q2T Ω -3 ps 
G,Y Conduct. (Admit.) e2/h Q2T/ML2 Ω-1 (Sie) 3 ps 
η (ρ) Resistivity h2c/e2E ML3/Q2T Ω-m -2 s 
σ Conductivity e2E/h2c Q2T/ML3 Ω-1-m-1  2 s 
C Capacitance e2/E Q2T2/ML2 F 3 ps 
L Inductance h2/e2E ML2/Q2 H -3 ps 
 Inverse Capacitance E/e2 ML/Q2T2 F-1 -3 ps 
 Reluctance e2E/ h2 Q2/ML2 H-1 3 ps 
ε Permittivity e2/hc Q2T2/ML3 F/m 2 s 
μ Permeability h/e2c ML/Q2 H/m -4 s 
kC Coulomb const. hc/e2 ML3/Q2T2 m/F -2 s

Symbol Property Natural Units SI S PS 
 
 Inverse permeabilit  h/e2c Q2/ML m/H 4 s 
 Permeability grad. E/e2c2 M/Q2 H/m2 -5 ps 
Φ Power spect. dens. Eh/e2 M2L4/Q2T3 V2/Hz 0 s 
G Gravitation const. hc5/E2 L3/MT2 Nm2/kg2  2 s 
W Strength hc ML3/T2 J-m 4 s 
 Electric constant ehc QML3/T2 J-m-C 7 ps 
 Thrust h/c ML kg-m 2 s, pv 
 Larmor constant h/c2 MT kg-s 1 ps 
M (I) Moment of inertia h2/E ML2 kg-m2  3 ps, v 
ρ? Mass density E4/h3c5 M/L3 kg/m3  -2 s 
υ Specific volume h3c5/ E4 L3/M m3/kg 2 s 
v2 (e) Sp. energy (Exertia) c2 L2/T2 Gy (J/kg) 2 s 
s Specific entropy kBc2/E L2/T2K J/K-kg 2 s 
t? Specific temp. c2/kB K/M K/kg -1 ps 
D (μ)  Specific action hc2/E L2/T m2/s  2 pv 
 Diffusivity “ “ “ “ “ 
 Viscosity (kinemat.)  “ “ “ “ “ 
Ν (μ) Viscosity (dynamic) E3/h2c3 M/LT Pa-s 0 s 
 Action density “ “ “ “ “ 
J Current field eE3/h4c3 Q/L2T A/m2  1 v 
X Action field E2/hc2 M/T kg/s 1 v 
m(dot) Mass flow rate “ “ “ “ ps 
 Mass flux E4/h3c4 M/L2T kg /m2-s -1 ps 
k Spring constant E3/h2c2 M/T2 kg /s2 1 ps 
W Voltage density E3/eh2c3 M/QT2 V/m2  -2 pv 
c1 1st radiation const hc2 ML4/T3 W-m2  5 ps 
c2 2nd radiation const hc/kB2 LK m-K 1 ps 
 Radiation constant kB4/h3c3 M/LT2K4 Pa/K4  0 s 
 Richardson const. ekB2E/h3c2 Q/L2TK2 A/m2-K2  1 ps 
κ,k Wave number,vect. E/hc L-1 m-1 -1 ps, v 
k(dot) Wave vector rate E2/h2c3 L-1T-1 m-1s-1 -1 v 
V Curvature (E/hc) 2 L-2 m-2 -2 pv 
 Moment constant ehc2 QML4/T33 J2/T 8 s 
 Strength rate cE ML3/T3 J-m/s 4 s 
 Elec. Flux / Action ec QL/T A-m 4 s 
 ? eh QML2/T J-A 4 s 
 ? c/e L/QT m/C-s -2 pv 
 ? cE/eh L/QT2 m/C-s2  -2 pv 
 ? E3/h2c4 M/L2 kg /m2 1 ps 
 ? E3/h2c3 M/LT kg /m-s 0 s 
χ Susceptibility -- -- -- 0 s 
h Spin -- -- -- 0 pv 
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